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Private practice

E B LEWIS

The changes in the consultant contract which were introduced
on 1 January 19801 enable all consultants to undertake some
private practice if they want to. Although every year there is a
new intake of senior registrars who start doing private practice
for the first time, the number has roughly doubled in the last
year, and a large number of already established consultants have
joined them. Not surprisingly, there have been several mis-
understandings and a considerable thirst for knowledge on
many aspects of private practice, so I have concentrated on

these.
When I was training, academic staff and consultants regarded

any discussion of money as being beyond the pale. As a result,
I grew up, like most of my generation, with no knowledge
whatever of the cost of drugs, investigations, or procedures.
If this left us ill prepared to enter private practice it also spelt
financial disaster for the NHS. Until the recent cash limits
began to bite virtually the only people working in the NHS who
knew the cost of anything were those who also worked outside
it-a spin-off from private practice that few planners have ever

recognised.
I am familiar with the argument that "only the best is good

enough for my patient," but one thing is clear to me-namely,
that the best is frequently not the most expensive, nor indeed
are all investigations absolutely necessary. Perhaps it is only
when you have to work against financial constraints, be they
the patient's pocket, an insurance company's cover, or even

your own expenditure, that you focus your mind on the wise
use of resources. Thus in most areas day-case surgery was

originally introduced by surgeons and anaesthetists who had
developed these techniques to make effective use of limited
private beds-another important spin-off for the NHS, which,
with the willing co-operation of general practitioners and district
nurses, has been able to increase the throughput of many of its
units while keeping unit costs down.

Advice to the new entrant

What advice should we give to the new entrant to private
practice? The changes in the contract enable him to see in the
first couple of years how well he does in private practice. If he
earns more than a gross 10 00 of his salary he must go maximum
part time at the end of his third year unless he can show that
he has reduced his commitment below 1000 by then. If, having
dipped his toe in the water, he finds that private practice earns

him under 10"), nothing is lost and he can continue to do this
and at the same time will have received the full allowances for
removal expenses, house purchase, etc, that were available to

him. Regrettably, certain accountants have advised newly
appointed consultants to go part time straightaway, more as a

declaration of faith than on practical financial grounds.
Established practitioners will know the difficulties these young

men and women face on appointment in purchasing a house,
upgrading their car, and getting some equipment together. For
the vast majority their private practice will initially be small
and take several years to build up, and a realistic acknowledgment
of this should not be held against them.

I strongly believe that it is essential for all of us to see that
he renders unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's-that is,
the NHS contract you take on must be honoured. Only a small
minority of private practitioners cheat and there are those who
never do private practice who also cheat. But both groups,
however small, add to the task of those who negotiate for them
and we should all try to bring them into line since their actions
will inevitably damage us all, even though it is often more than
compensated for by the untold and unpaid overtime willingly
undertaken by the vast majority of consultants.
What should we teach in private practice? Yes, I mean

teach because like everything else it has to be learnt. It does not
come to you like a flash of light on the road to Damascus or
on the day you are appointed. There is nothing wrong in letting
your colleagues, in hospital and in general practice, know that
you are prepared to do private practice and when and where
you will be available. This does not constitute advertising and
should, therefore, be restricted to a simple statement of the
facts, including your qualifications and specialty. Inevitably the
bulk of your private work will come from those for whom you
provide a service in the NHS. It is the quality of that service
that will attract referrals, not the length of your waiting list or
the size of your overdraft. You will meet general practitioners
when they are working in hospital as clinical assistants or
hospital practitioners, on domiciliary visits, and during post-
graduate activities. Experienced practitioners who have several
private patients may make up their minds slowly, but it is the
quality and the courtesy with which you carry out your Health
Service commitment that will impress them and eventually
improve your practice.
How much do you charge? The advice of an experienced

colleague can be invaluable. He will know the "going rate" in
your particular district; as a rough guide you should have a
look at the benefits paid by the major provident societies in
their fees schedule. There are different types of private patient.
At the top end there is the Arab sheik, rich beyond the dreams
of avarice, seeking the quality of British medicine. Because he
is rich it is no reason why you should charge more than a fair
price for the job carried out. If you rook him he will go elsewhere,
and there is no doubt that some of the cowboys in the profession
have undoubtedly produced this effect in recent years, though
by no means all the tales told are true: in some cases Arab
intermediaries referring patients in this country have ripped
off their countrymen and put the blame on the English doctor.

Charging for time

I am sometimes asked if higher charges are ever justified
because a patient is either rich or from overseas. I believe,
within reason, that they are, in so far as the rich are frequently
demanding, and wish to have attention just when they want
it, and this may be highly inconvenient and indeed dis-
advantageous to the efficient running of your own practice.
Overseas patients frequently need to be seen with interpreters.
If the referral comes by a doctor's letter in a foreign language
there is often considerable extra work to do. Sometimes they
wish to go away and think about it, consult other advisers of
their own, or even expect you to be interviewed by the head
of the family or other relatives. All this takes time and there is
no reason why time should not be charged for, provided this is
done fairly and the reasons are explained.
The next group are the uninsured local citizens. They will

present few of the problems of the overseas patient, but if they
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are demanding over and above their medical condition they
may be expected to pay for it; this should be done fairly.

Insured patients can be subdivided into two groups. Firstly,
the reasonably well-off who have insured themselves for care
both in this country and on foreign travel will expect both
quality treatment and convenience to themselves, and they may
be capable of and willing to top up fees to a greater extent than
their benefit scale. So long as they are made aware of the full
costs that they will encounter before they undertake the
procedure, reasonable fees are quite legitimate. But considerable
aggravation will be avoided if both they and their general
practitioner know the true costs right from the start. It is
important that the physician or surgeon who sees them initially
explains that radiology, anaesthesia, pathology, and physio-
therapy will be separately charged and what the true cost of
beds, theatre charges, and drugs will be, so that the only hidden
extras will be those they undertake themselves, such as telephone
calls, television sets, etc.
The second subgroup, a growing and most important one,

comprises those who are not in a position to top up their
insurance policies. They are usually in group schemes, such
as the electricians, policemen, firemen, etc, most of whom are
paying their subscriptions out of their own pocket and will
expect, barring accidents, to have their package within their
insurance cover. They are usually undemanding patients,
willing to have their operation at a convenient time and accepting
the Marks and Spencers of private practice-namely, a good-
quality job at a reasonable price. They are not interested in
the Fortnum and Masons of multilingual nurses and telex and
have no spare cash for frills. Even though the fee benefits may
seem relatively low and in many cases the profit margin may
be small, this group will provide an increase in the number of
private patients so essential to the viability of the nursing
homes on whom this practice depends. Because they cover a
wide spectrum of social class they can help to remove for ever
the idea that private medicine is the prerogative of the rich
rather than the right of the provident and hardworking com-
munity.
The last group will include colleagues and their families,

clergy, nursing staff, and other health workers. I always treat
them as private patients and never send them a bill, whether
they are insured or not. This ensures that any scheme that they
belong to can be provided at the lowest possible cost. If they
or their insurers send you a modest present this can be accepted
but should in no way be expected. The fact that they have come
to you is reward enough.

I have emphasised the fee-benefit scales of the provident
societies but that does not mean that I regard them as awards
from the Review Body. The provident societies are non-profit-
making organisations with no shareholders to pay who use their
actuarial judgment to price their schemes so that private
practice can not only exist but expand. Those who consistently

overcharge will only kill the goose that lays the golden egg.
Local branch managers can often help with higher benefits
when a particularly complex procedure has been undertaken.
In these circumstances it is wise to contact the branch giving
the full facts on which to base a judgment. The various provident
societies do not form a cartel: they are properly competing with
each other and this in itself provides a considerable degree of
safety.

Safeguard of referral

Should consultants accept patients direct ? Except in ex-
ceptional circumstances the answer is no. The British system
of referral by the principal in general practice to a consultant
of his and the patient's choice is an important safeguard, in the
same way that barristers accept briefs from solicitors. Far from
increasing costs, it actually ensures a faster and more efficient
service as well as providing perhaps the best known form of
medical audit. There will be exceptional circumstances, in
emergencies, in termination of pregnancy where there may be
conflicting religious beliefs, and where the patient has no local
doctor. Nevertheless, these occasions should be rare and the
patient should be encouraged to register with a general
practitioner as soon as possible. The GP should be kept fully
informed of what has happened. I know there are those who
advocate "trading direct." In my view, they are no longer
behaving as consultants and I suspect their advocacy of this
procedure is often because no one who knew them would refer
cases to them anyway.
Newcomers to private practice should also remember that it

carries no sick pay, study leave, or superannuation. It will also,
after legitimate expenses, incur taxation. The advice of a good
accountant who will advise on suitable insurance policies and
book-keeping is essential from the start. His advice should be
followed, remembering a consultant's knowledge of accountancy
may be no better than the accountant's knowledge of surgery.

If the newcomer is ready to seek advice the experienced must
be no less ready to give it. This will ensure the success of
private practice for future generations. If the experienced
consultant can also see the newcomer as a colleague rather than a
competitor and in the early stages perhaps divert some private
practice his way not only may they limit their own tax burden
but they help a young colleague just when he needs it.
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Maternity units-continued from page 839

regarding the recommendations of the Social
Services Select Committee will do nothing to
alleviate.8 Would it not be possible to write
further to health authorities indicating that
the matter is under review and perhaps
emphasising that in any case the current
policy is concerned with underusage of isolated
units and not with the isolation alone ?

In seeking a new look at the problem of
safety and standards in different areas of
intrapartum care, the GMSC is concerned
only with the maintenance and further develop-
ment of the highest possible standards for the
entire community. It agrees in principle with
the Social Services Select Committee that
standards could improve in every sphere of
obstetric practice and at the present time has

these matters, as they relate to GP obstetricians,
under active consideration. The GMSC
agrees with much of the reply of the DHSS,
differing strongly, where the DHSS takes a
definite view, only on the question of GP
maternity units. Having considered also the
views of the RCGP, the GMSC will approve
its final policy document in the next few
weeks and will thereafter seek further dis-
cussions with the DHSS on the wider issues.
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